
The Admission Guide of Chinese Courses at Chinese Language and Culture College at BNU 

 

Click the “IChinese” (http://ichinese.bnu.edu.cn), open a new world. 

 

1.Our Strengths 

 

①A top-notch Chinese teaching team 

As a leader in Chinese teaching field at home and abroad, we have an excellent Chinese teaching 

team with rich experience in Chinese language teaching, Chinese culture teaching and online 

Chinese teaching. Whether it is online or in-person teaching, our teaching has been unanimously 

applauded by students. 

 

②An internationally leading professional platform for Chinese teaching 

“IChinese”（http://ichinese.bnu.edu.cn）is an online live-streamed teaching platform for Chinese 

Language and Culture College of Beijing Normal University. With its online live-streamed 

interactive mode, which is the most suitable for the language teaching, it provides you nearly the 

same learning effect as in the in-person class. 

 

③A highly efficient Chinese teaching model 

Our teaching model incorporates the online live-streamed teaching, question-and-answer guidance, 

and language-partner assistance, so as to help you improve your Chinese proficiency and understand 

Chinese culture within a short time. 

 

④A practical and manifold curriculum 

Our practical and effective curriculum can quickly improve your listening, speaking, reading and 

writing competence, and enhance your understanding about Chinese culture and national profiles. 

Fully considering the learners' time difference, study intensity, class time and class size, we design 

our curriculum multi-dimensionally and therefore provide a variety of options, including 

customized courses to meet individual needs. 

 

 

2.Curriculum Features and Provision 

 

①The curriculum covers comprehensive levels. 

Whether you are a beginner or an advanced learner above HSK level 5, you can find a course 

suitable for you. 

 

 

②The curriculum has manifold subjects. 

http://ichinese.bnu.edu.cn/


Our curriculum includes basic Chinese language courses, vocational Chinese courses, courses on 

Chinese history and culture, HSK training courses and other varied courses. 

Recent launched quality courses are: elementary Chinese comprehensive, intermediate Chinese 

reading and writing, intermediate Chinese listening and speaking, advanced Chinese audio-visual 

listening and speaking, HSK (level 4) training, intermediate business Chinese. 

 

 

 

③The class size is moderate. 

The class size of 6-10 learners does not only ensure every learner’s participation in the class, but 

also facilitate the learners to make friends with each other and understand multiple cultures. 

 

④The schedule is flexible for option. 

Learners can freely make options among courses of varying intensities: 2-class- per-week 

experiencing courses, 6-class-per-week regular courses, 10-class-per-week intensive courses. Each 

course provides two options of duration: 4 weeks and 8 weeks.  

We can also set up some particular classes to your needs and provide customized courses, such as 

some high-end quality one-to-one and one-to-two classes. 

 

 

3.Teaching Mode and Time 

 



4.Recent Courses and Schedule (Beijing Time) 

 

Course 4-week class 8-week class Trial class Registration 

deadline 

Elementary Chinese 

Comprehensive 

Jun.14—

Jul.9 

 

Jun.14—

Aug.6 

 

Jun.5 

(Beijing 

Time) 

16:00-18:00 

or 

19:00-21:00 

 

24pm,Jun.9 

Intermediate Chinese 

reading and writing 

Intermediate Chinese 

listening and speaking 

Advanced Chinese 

Audiovisual Listening 

and Speaking 

Intermediate Business 

Chinese 

—— 

HSK Level 4 Training 

 

Course 4-week class 8-week class Trial class Registration 

deadline 

Elementary Chinese 

Comprehensive 

Jul.12—

Aug.06 

 

Jul.12—

Sep.03 

 

Jul.3 

(Beijing 

Time) 

16:00-18:00 

or 

19:00-21:00 

 

24pm,Jul.7 

Intermediate Chinese 

reading and writing 

Intermediate Chinese 

listening and speaking 

Advanced Chinese 

Audiovisual Listening 

and Speaking 

Intermediate Business 

Chinese 

—— 

HSK Level 4 Training 

 

5.Recent Courses and Fees 

 



 

 

6.Trial Class 

Time (Beijing Time): 

16:00-18:00 or 19:00-21:00, Jun. 5, 2021 

16:00-18:00 or 19:00-21:00, Jul. 3, 2021 

Mode: Zoom 

WeChat customer service for applying for a trial class:  

 

7.Application Procedure 

 



 

Notes for application: 

①Free trial class: Students can make an appointment and enjoy a free session (20 minutes)  

16:00-18:00 or 19:00-21:00, June 05, 2021 

16:00-18:00 or 19:00-21:00, July 03, 2021 

②Payment Instructions: After the trial class, the payment must be completed within the 

prescribed time(June 09, 2021 at 24: 00, July 07,2021 at 24:00), and then accept 

the relevant mail notification to enter the class. 

③Refund: Refunds are not supported. Learners who are unable to continue their studies for 

personal reasons may apply for a class-shift, course-transfer or time-retention. 

④Payment method: Paypal, credit card, Alipay or WeChat-pay 

(Specific interpretation rights belong to the IChinese website) 

 

 

8.Contact Information 

 


